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Abstract 

Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) system helps users retrieve appropriate images based on their contents. most of the 

information can be effectively extracted from the images by using unfailing content-based feature extraction technique. These 

important elements include colour, intensity, texture or shape of the object inside an image. Various descriptors are required for 

extracting global and local features. Present literature survey provides study of descriptors like Fourier descriptor, combine 

global-local spatial feature descriptor, MPEG-7 feature descriptor, Shape salience descriptors, modified generic Fourier 

descriptors etc.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Retrieving data from tarn of data is the need of the day, as huge amount of data is added to the trap world. Efficient descriptor for 

content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is required. In line with the requirement many researchers have proposed various 

descriptors like Fourier descriptor, combine global-local special feature descriptor, MPEG-7 feature descriptor, Shape salience 

descriptors, modified generic Fourier descriptors etc. an efficient survey is needed to understand the different kinds of 

descriptors and to find the most commonly used descriptor. Present survey attempts to study all the descriptors used by 

researchers for the period 1998 to 2013. 

 A descriptor is characterized by an extraction algorithm to encode image feature into feature vectors. These feature vectors 

Similarity characterized the images. Feature vector figure out the similarity between two images as a function of the distance. 

CBIR system is used to catch images based on the visual content of the images such as shape, texture and color without using 

any word-based descriptions for the image and the retrieved results will have visually comparable arrival to the query image. 

 Present paper is organized as follows. Section2 describes the system architecture for CBIR, section3 explains the various 

descriptors proposed by different research groups. Section3 gives the comparison of various descriptors. Section4 discusses with 

open problems and issue with reference to joint descriptors for CBIR. 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE FOR CBIR 

Meaning of "Content-based" is that the search will analyze the actual contents of the image rather than the deposited metadata 

such as descriptions, tags, keywords linked with the image. CBIR system is used to find images based on the visual content of 

the images such as texture, shape and color descriptions for the image and the retrieved results will have visually similar arrival 

to the query image. Query image is presented to the system by the users. The system spontaneously extract the visual 

characteristics of the query image in the same mode as it does for each database image, and then recognizes images in the 

database whose feature vectors match those of the query image, and sorts the best similar substances according to their 

correspondence value. The architecture projected here consists of the following parts as shown in figure 1. 

 Digitizer  A.

Image is digitized by the digitizer. Thus digitizer helps in a addition of images to database and processing query image. 

 Image Database B.

 Images are digitized and stored in image database. Images from created database are further used for feature extraction. Raw 

images required for pictorial display is contained by image database [10,18]. 
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 Feature Extraction as a Feature Descriptor  C.

Pixel by pixel Comparison is done directly in between Query image and database image. Though this procedure gives particular 

match, it will bound the retrieval speed of the system. 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture for CBIR 

 Thus this method of comparison is rudimentary. To avoid this process of pixel-by-pixel comparison feature extraction is 

essential. In the process of feature extraction a set of feature characterize every image such as texture, shape, colour, and others. 

These features are extracted at the time of inoculating new image in the database. They are then summarized. Similar process is 

carried on over query image and then matching is carried on [14,15,18]. 

 Image Multidimensional Indexing and Matching D.

Features that are stored in image feature database are compared with features extracted from query image. After comparison N 

images are selected by the system having greatest similarity [15]. 

 

 The Descriptor-Based Content Based Image Query (CBIQ) E.

A framework of content based image query (CBIQ) system with constraints is shown in figure 2. The images to be stored in the 

image database (IDB). That should have their contents extracted first.  

 Semantic contents are transformed into corresponding descriptor by execution of i-mapping. The indexing by semantic 

descriptors generates an effective mechanism to search the IDB. When the query image to be matched has been input, its 

semantic contents are, in turn, extracted and mapping into a set of semantic descriptors. The descriptor-based image reasoning 

kernel then concludes the matching range with restrictions defined by the user. The paradigm based on descriptor and multi-

agent evidently possibilities speed up of the identical process. 

III. VARIOUS DESCRIPTORS FOR CBIR 

In 1998 Mao and Bell [1], used semantic descriptor for image querying. In the year 2000 Arica and Vural [2] proposed a circular 

hidden Markov model as a shape descriptor. Ohbuchi and Takei [3] proposed multiple Absolute Angle Distance (AAD) shape 

descriptors for the multiresolution representation (MRR) as a multiresolution shape descriptor for the input 3D model in 2003. 

Two balancing visual descriptors are proposed by Dong-Woei Lin and Shih-Hsuan Yang in 2005 [4]. The principal descriptor, 

called the local relative distance pattern, finds the chromatic-spatial features in the smooth portion. The other descriptor, called 

the frequency histogram, characterizes the spatial frequency around the boundary or texture pixels. These two descriptors are 

combined to generate the required visual index. 
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Fig. 2: A Framework for Descriptor-Based CBIR 

 Local Relative Distance Pattern: A.

The conventional DT, calculates at each pixel the distance to its closest feature point which is widely applied to template 

matching and shape analysis. Consider X as a collection of feature pixels and YC as a complement of X (i.e, the collection of 

non-feature pixels). For a point DT(  ) ,xl is defined as the length of the shortest path pjl from    to X shows below in equation 

(1). 

 

                                           (  )  {
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where d(.) is any distance function. 

 Frequency Histogram: B.

For the pixels which are located on the boundary or texture area for which frequency distribution is used. Within the framework 

of DT, these pixels are easily identified by M(p) = 1, which signifies a border of feature and non-feature points. They  calculated  

the frequency histogram for each color, which takes the Laplacian value for the V component (intensity) based on equation (2). 

                                                  | (   )   ( (   ))| (2) 

 The difference y(s, q) between an image x(s, q) and its low pass filtered version G(x(i,j)) represents the sharpness of x. 

 Generic Fourier descriptor (GFD) was proposed by Dr. D. S. Zhang [5]. The GFD operator involves first finding the polar 

description of the input binary image (mapped into a normal rectangular image format of radius vs. angle) with a 2D FT applied 

to this transformed image. The modified 2D FT is calculated as per equation (3). 
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 Where the polar coordinates are denoted by (R, θ) and (ρ, φ) in the image plane and in the frequency plane respectively. 0 ≤ R 

= [(     )
  + [(     )

 ]1/2 < r and θi = i (2π/t); (  ,   ) define the center of the shape; 0 ≤ ρ < r, 0 ≤ φ < t, where t and r are 

the angular and radial resolutions. Canny edge description of natural image queries were considered by Li et al [6] in 2006, as 

input to a GFD inspired operator for shape description. 

 A method that comprehensively utilizes improved domain color descriptor, improved edge histogram descriptor and shape 

feature descriptor commended by MPEG-7 standards, and then combines them with different weights was proposed by Pianpian 

et al[7]. Fourier Descriptors (FDs) [8,9] is a powerful feature for boundaries and objects representation. Consider an N-point 
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digital boundary; starting from an arbitrary point (x0, y0) and following a steady counterclockwise direction along the boundary, 

a set of coordinate pairs (x0, y0), (x1, y1),…,(xN-1, yN-1) can be generated. These coordinates can be expressed in a complex form 

such as 

 

                                          z(n)x(n)jy(n),n0,1,2,...,N1             

 

                                (4) 

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of z(n) gives 
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 The complex coefficients a(k) are called the Fourier Descriptors of the boundary. The proposed method employs the Joint 

Composite Descriptor (JCD) [10] and utilizes two sets of keywords in order to map the low-level features of the descriptor to the 

high-level features constituted by these keywords. One set consists of colors-keywords and the other set consists of words. 

Pedronette et al [11] evaluated the proposed method on shape, color, and texture descriptors. In 2011 Pedrosa [12] proposed a 

shape salience descriptor using: (i) the method proposed in [13] to detect shape salience points; (ii) a method to represent the 

salience points using the angle position and curvature value; and (iii) an elastic matching algorithm to measure the similarity 

between two shapes characterized by their salience points. 

 There were many descriptors used in year 2011, that are shape descriptor by Guedri et al [14],edge histogram descriptor by B. 

Szanto et al [15], shape, color and texture descriptors by Pedronette et al [16]. Yet work was not motionless. In 2013,  Qin-Jun 

Qiu et al [17] presented a new feature extractor and descriptor, namely modified texton histogram (TH), for image retrieval. It 

integrates the advantages of the co-occurrence matrix and histogram by representing the attribute of co-occurrence matrix using 

histogram, and can represent the spatial correlation of color and texture orientation. In 2013 , plentiful investigates had been 

conducted to analyze the strength of  proposed Combined Global – Local Specialized Features Descriptor (CGLSFD). This 

projected methods contain two stages. First method is to apply wavelet to decompose the query image to extract the energy, 

standard deviation and mean values in all bands. Second apply micro structure descriptor (MSD) to extract image edge 

orientation features with texture, color and shape and color arrangement information. This proposed method broadly tested on 

Corel data tests. This proposed CGLSFD algorithm has high indexing and little dimensionality also along with other existing 

conventional algorithms under different types of noises such as salt and pepper noise, quantization noises and Gaussian noise by 

Singaravelan and Murugan [18]. 

IV. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS DESCRIPTORS 

Table - 1 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Present paper gives through survey of descriptors required for extracting global and local features. It provides study of 

descriptors like Fourier descriptor, combine global-local special feature descriptor, MPEG-7 feature descriptor, Shape salience 

descriptors, modified generic Fourier descriptors etc. 
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